INTRODUCTION
In the RVT 1 FORTRAN program, an exact elastic solution for the stress response of isolated symmetric ridges and valleys to gravitational loading is combined with an exact solution for the stress response of the same features to a far-field uniform tectonic stress. The gravitational-loading solution was originally done by Akhpatelov (Akhpatelov and Ter-Martirosyan, 1971 ) and has been rederived by Savage and others (in press ). The tectonic-loading solution is by Savage (W. Z. Savage and H. S. Swolfs, written commun., 1984) . Both solutions are based on the complex potential methods of Muskhelishvili (1953) for plane elasticity and are described in detail in Savage and others (in press) and W. Z. Savage and H. S. Swolfs (written commun., 1984) . In this report, we briefly describe the conformal mapping function used to transform isolated symmetric ridges and valleys into a halfplane, give the expressions for stresses for both gravity and tectonic loadings, provide a program listing, describe the input and output variables, and give a sample calculation.
CONFORMAL MAPPING FUNCTION
The conformal transformation for a symmetric ridge into a half-plane is given by , z . f( w) = w + , Here, b represents the ridge height. When u = a and v = 0, then x = a + b/2 and y = b/2, which are the coordinates of the inflection point on the ridge flank. The slope at this inflection point is given by dy/dx = -b/2a. These relationships and the conformal transformation are shown in figure 1. The transformation for a symmetric valley is obtained by changing the sign of b in equations (1). Note that for a valley, the parameter a must be greater than the absolute value of b, otherwise a cusp is formed and transformation (1) will no longer be conformal. Relationships between a and b are as shown.
STRESS EXPRESSIONS FOR GRAVITY AMD TECTONIC LOADINGS
Gravity-induced stresses in the symmetric ridge or valley defined by equation (1) are obtained from
where Re indicates the real part, p is density, g is gravitational acceleration, y is Poisson's ratio, and where
and from the real and imaginary parts of
w + ia (w + ia) 2 1 -y where primes indicate differentiation with respect to w, overbars indicate complex conjugates, and where
The values of a and a , caused by gravity alone at each point in the ridge or valley, are obtained by forming the sum a + a given by equation (2) and the difference between a -a given by the real part of equation (5). The shear stress a is obtained from the imaginary part of equation (5). Ŝ tresses induced by a uniform far-field uniaxial tectonic stress, NI , which acts normal to the plane of symmetry of the isolated ridge or valley defined by equation (1) 
w + ia (w + where, Again a is obtained from the imaginary part of equation (9) and a and a are obtained by forming sums and differences of 0 + a (equation 8) and a -a from the real part of equation (9). y y x
The two solutions given by equations (2), (5), (8), and (9) are combined in the RVT FORTRAN program. This allows calculation of plane elastic stress fields induced by gravity alone, tectonic loading alone, or a combination of both for topographies which are analogous to those shown in figure 1.
INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLES
The program was written to run on the VAX 11/780, in VAX-11 FORTRAN (based on American National Standard FORTRAN-77; ANSI X3.9-1978). Extensions to FORTRAN-77 have been avoided. A listing of RVT is given in the appendix. Input variables are, in order, a (distance from center line of ridge or valley to inflection point on the surface), b (maximum ridge height (+) or valley depth (-)), pr (Poisson's ratio), rg (density times the acceleration due to gravity), ts (the far-field tectonic stress; compression (-) a tension (+)), uinc (increment in the u-coordinate), umin (minimum u-coordinate), umax (maximum u-coordinate), vine (increment in v-coordinate), vmin (minimum vcoordinate), and vmax (maximum v-coordinate; generally taken to be zero). The output variables are, in order, u, v, x, y, sigx, sigy, sigxy, alfa (angle that the algebraically greatest principal stress makes with the x-axis), sigz (a = ii(a_ + a ) ; the out-of-plane principal stress), and tmax (the Z X y maximum shear stress acting at a point in the body).
INPUT DATA FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
The following input data are for dimensionless gravity and compressive tectonic stresses in a ridge: 
and
All lengths are non-dimensionalized by the value b, and all stresses are non-dimensionalized by pgb.
. 0000 pr= 0 2500 909E-01  127E+00  1 52E+00  OOOE+00  607E-01  114E+00  155E+00  1BOE+00  OOOE+00  BB7E-01  156E+00  200E+00  217E+00  OOOE+00  156E+00  249E+00  2B3E+00  262E+00  OOOE+00  277E+00  516E+00  46BE+00 493E+01  956E+01  13BE+02  175E+02  OOOE+00  151E+02  256E+02  331E+02  394E+02  900E+02  620E+02  5B9E+02  600E+02  634E+02  90OE+02  714E+02  6B1E+02  695E+02  732E+02  900E+02  666E+02  634E+02  721E+02  797E+02 sigz ***** -953E+00 -. 955E+00 -. 959E+00 -. 964E+00
tmat ***** 2753E-00 2762E+00 2773E+00 2751E+00 2661E+00 1091E+00 1209E+00 1460E+00 1697E+00 1B33E+00 5022E-01 1070E+00 1761E+00 2310E+00 2705E+00 1B20E+00 2576E+00 3594E+00 4316E+00 4750E+00 277BE+00 3B03E+00 6444E+00 B019E+00 777BE+00 * Crest of the ridge.
Engineering sign convention (tension positive) is used for the stresses. If the variable rg is set equal to 0, only the tectonic effect will be computed for regional compression (-) or regional tension (+). If the variable ts is set equal to zero, only the gravity effect will be computed. A rather broad class of problems may be studied when the gravity body force and the tectonic far-field stresses (positive or negative) are combined, and the shapes of ridges (+) or valleys (-) stresses in isolated symmetric ridges and valleys. 0011 C 0012 C 0013 C *****************************************************************: 0014 C 0015 Character*12 filel 0016 Real a, b, pr, uinc, umin, umax, vinc, vmin, vmax, rad 0017 Real x,y,u,v,r,so,rg,sum,dif,phia 0018
Real ts,sumt,phiat,d2phia,dift 0019
Complex awt,bwt,phit,dlphil,dlphi2,dlphit 0020
Complex psilt,psi2t,psit,strlt 0021
Complex w,z,po,dz,awl,aw2,aw,phi,dlawl,dlaw2,dlaw3 0022
Complex dlaw,dlphi,d2phi,d2phi2,d2phi3,d2phil 0023
Complex bwl,bw2,bw,psil,psi2,psi,zbar,strl,ai 0024 C 0025 C ******************************************* Write (12,211) 0060 C rad is the small radius from point w = -ia. 0061 rad = l.Oe-04 0062 so = rg*b 0063 po = cmplx(0.0,1.0) 0064 ai = po*a 0065 C ************************************************************* 0066 C 0067 C Phi at w = -ia for gravity solution from equation 4. 0068 C 0069 phia = -so*((4.*a+b)*(l.-pr)+b)/(8.*(l.-pr)*(2.*a+b)) 0070 C 0071 C ************************************************************* 0072 C 0073 C phi at is phi at w = -ia for tectonic solution from equation 12. 0074 phiat = -(ts*b)/(4.*(2.*a+b)) 0075 C d2phia is the 2nd derivative of phi at w = -ia for tectonic sol 0076 d2phia = -(ts*b*(4.*a+b)*(b-12.*a)) 0077 d2phia = d2phia/(2.*a*(2.*a+b)*(4.*a+b)**3) 0078 numax = int((umax-umin)/uinc) 0079 nvmax = int((vmax-vmin)/vine) 0080 n = 0 0081 m = 0 0082 v = vmin 0083 100 u = umin 0084 150 w = cmplx(u,v) 0085 r = sqrt(u**2+(v+a)**2) 0086 C ************************************************************* 0087 C 0088 C From equation 1. 0089 C 0090 z = w+(a*b)/(w-ai) 0091 C 0092 C ************************************************************* 0093 x = Real (z) 0094 y = aimag(z) 0095 dz = ((w-ai)**2-a*b)/((w-ai)**2) 0096 C ************************************************************* 0097 C 0098 C aw is a(w) given by equation 3 in text. 0099 C 0100 awl = po*(4.*a+b)/(8.*(w-ai)) 0101 aw2 = a*b*(w-3.*ai)/(8.*(l.-pr)*(w-ai)**3) 0102 aw = -awl-aw2 0103 C 0104 C ************************************************************* 0105 C 0106 C phi is phi(w) for the gravity solution given by equation 6. 0107 C 0108 phi = -aw*so/dz+a*b*phia/(dz*(w-ai)**2) 0109 C 0110 C ************************************************************* 0111 C 0112 C From equation 11. 0113 C 0114 awt = -(a*b*ts)/(2.*(w-a1)**2) 0115 C 0116 C ************************************************************* 0117 C 0118 C From equation 10. 0119 C 0120 phit = -awt/dz+a*b*phiat/(dz*(w-ai)**2) 0121 C 0122 C 0123 C ************************************************************* 0124 C 0125 C From equation 8. 0126 C 0127 sumt = 4.*Real (phit)+ts 0128 sum = sumt+4.*Real (phi)+rg*y/(l.-pr) 0129 C 0130 C ************************************************************* 0131 C 0132 C First derivative of phi(w) in equation 5. 0133 C 0134 dlawl = po*(4.*a+b)/(8.*(w-ai)**2) 0135 dlaw2 = 2.*a*b/(8.*(l.-pr)*(w-ai)**3) 0136 dlaw3 = 6.*po*a**2*b/(8.*(l.-pr)*(w-a1)**4) 0137 dlaw = dlawl+dlaw2-dlaw3 0138 dlphi = -so*dlaw/dz-(2.*a*b*(phi+phia))/(dz*((w-ai)**3)) 0139 C 0140 C ************************************************************* 0141 C 0142 C Second derivative of phi(w) to be used in equation 5 0143 C when w = -ia 0144 C 0145 d2phil = 2.*phi/((w-ai)**2) 0146 d2phi2 = 4.*dlphi/(w-ai) 0147 d2phi3 = so*po*a**2*b/(2.*(l.-pr)*((w-ai)**5)) 0148 d2phi = -(d2phil+d2phi2+d2phi3)/dz 0149 C 0150 C ************************************************************* 0151 C 0152 C From equation 7. 0153 C 0154 bwl = po*(4.*a+b)/(8.*(w-ai)) 0155 bw2 = (l.-2.*pr)*a*b*(w-3.*ai)/(8.*(l.-pr)*(w-ai)**3) 0156 bw = -so*(bwl+bw2) 0157 C 0158 C ************************************************************* 0159 psil = w*dlphi+bw+phi 0160 dlphil = -(a*b*ts*(4.*a+b)*(w-ai)) 0161 dlphi2 = 2.*(2.*a+b)*(((w-ai)**2-a*b)**2) 0162 dlphit = dlphil/dlphi2 0163 bwt = -awt 0164 C ************************************************************* 0165 C 0166 C Part of equation 9 0185 C Taylor 1 s expansion for gravity and tectonic stress at w = ia. 0186 C 0187 160 psi2 = .5*a*b*d2phi 0188 psi2t = .5*a*b*d2phia 0189 C 0190 C ************************************************************* 0191 170 psi = -(psil+psi2)/dz 0192 psit = -(psilt+psi2t)/dz 0193 zbar = conjg(z) 0194 C ************************************************************* 0195 C 0196 C From equation 5. 0197 C 0198 strl = 2.*(zbar*dlphi/dz+psi) 0199 C 0200 C ************************************************************* 0201 C 0202 C From equation 9. 0203 C 0204 C 0205 C ************************************************************* 0206 C 0207 C
The equations in this block form the sums and differences 0208 C of equations 2, 5, 8, and 9, to obtain stresses. 0209 C 0210 dift = Real (strlt)-ts 0211 dif = dift+Real (strl)+rg*y*(l.-2.*pr)/(l.-pr) 0212 sigxy = aimag(strl)+aimag(strlt) 0213 sigxy = sigxy/2. 0214 sigx = (sum-dif)/2. 0215 sigy = (sum+dif)/2. 0216 C 0217 C ************************************************************* 0218 C 0219 C Principal stress directions. 0220 C 0221 alfa = .5*atan2((2.*sigxy),(sigx-sigy)) 0222 alfa = (180./3.14159)*alfa 0223 C 0224 C ************************************************************* 0225 C 0226 C Principal stess magnitudes. 0227 C 0228 sigl = sum/2.+sqrt((dif/2.)**2+sigxy**2) 0229 sig2 = sum/2.-sqrt((dif/2.)**2+sigxy**2) 0230 C 0231 C ************************************************************* 0232 C 0233 C Maximum shear stress. 0234 C 0235 tmax = (sigl-sig2)/2. 0236 C 0237 C ************************************************************* 0238 C 0239 C Out of plane stress. 0240 C 0241 sigz = pr*(sigx+sigy) 0242 C 0243 C ************************************************************* 0244
Write (12,275)u,v,x,y,sigx,sigy,sigxy,alfa,sigz 'Enter a,b,pr,rg,ts,uinc,umin,umax,vinc,vmin,vmax') 0258 202 Format (2x,'$ Enter the name of the output file.') 0259 203 Format (a) 0260 209 Format (5x,'a=',fl2.4,5x,'b=',f!2.4,5x,'pr=',f!2.4 0261 &,5x,'rg=',e9.3,5x,'ts=',e9.3) 0262 210 Format (x,t5,'u',t!6,'v',t27,'x',t40,'y',t52,'sigx',t65,'sigy', 0263 &t77,'sxy',t90,'alfa',tl03,'sigz',tll7,'tmax') 0264 211 Format (x,t4,'*****',t!4,'*****',t24,'*****',t38,'*****',t50, 0265 &'*****',t63,'*****',t75,'*****',t88,'*****',tlOl,'*****',tl!5, 0266 & ***** ) 0267
275 Format (x, e9.3, 2x, e9.3, 2x, e9.3, 2x, e9.3, 4x, e9.3, 4x, 0268 &e9.3, 4x, e9.3, 4x, e9.3, 4x, e9.3, 4x, el0.4) 
